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I. INTRODUCTIONIn a previous paper of one of us [1℄ a sum rule relating the eletrons (Dira and Pauli)form fators with the inelasti ross setions of proesses in eletron-positron high energyperipheral (small angle) sattering was investigated. For e+e� peripheral sattering, in thelowest order of perturbation theory (PT), a relation between the eletron Dira form fator(as a funtion of transferred momentum square) and the derivative over the transferredmomentum square of the ross setion for the emission of real photon (soft and hard) wasobtained. In the next order of QED PT these sum rules beomes more ompliated. Theyrelate the radiative orreted ross setion of a single photon emission, the ross setion oftwo real photon emission, the Dira and Pauli form fators of eletron, omputed in therelevant order of PT, with that ontribution to the ross setion of e+e� pair produtionwhih takes into aount the identity of two eletrons in the �nal state. The alulationwas given in the logarithmi approximation (Weizs�aker-Williams approximation), whihorresponds to the limiting ase of small values of the transferred momentum. A relationbetween the total ross setion of inelasti proesses in peripheral e+e� high energy ollisionsand the slope of Dira form fator at zero momentum transfer was obtained.In Ref. [2℄, analytial properties of the Compton sattering amplitude whih are the basisof these relations, were used to desribe the proton blok of the eletron-proton satteringamplitude. In this way a relation between the radius and the anomalous magneti momen-tum of proton and neutron, on one side, and the total ross setions of photoprodution onthe other side, was derived. The diÆulties related with the possible Pomeron ontributionto the desription of the photoprodution ross setion was overome by building linearombinations of ross setions, whih are free from Pomeron pole ontribution.Reently, the relevane of the ontribution of the two photon exhange amplitude (TPE)to the di�erential ross setion was disussed in the literature [3℄, in order to solve the dis-repany between new experimental data on elasti eletron proton sattering [6℄, based onthe polarization method [7℄, and all unpolarized data based on the Rosenbluth �t [8℄. Al-though in a previous work devoted to this problem [5℄, it was shown that TPE ontribution istoo small (it does not exeed 2% and it is not the solution to this problem), the investigationof TPE amplitude is interesting by itself, as it an help to understand the properties of theCompton sattering amplitude in the low energy region. The motivation of this paper is to2



study analytial properties of TPE amplitude. The paper is organized as follows. In SetionII, a sum rule is derived in terms of the disontinuity of sattering amplitudes and of theorresponding ontribution to the di�erential ross setion as a funtion of the transferredmomentum. Setion III is devoted to the expliit alulation of the left ut ontribution.The results are disussed in Conlusion. The kinematis of the two-loop Feynman integral,whih enters in the alulation of the left ut, is given in the Appendix.II. PERIPHERAL KINEMATICS. DERIVATION OF THE SUM RULE.Let us onsider elasti eletron proton satteringe(p1) + p(p)! e(p01) + p(p0); (1)in peripheral kinematis:q = p1 � p01; s = 2p1p >> Q2 = �q2; p2 = p02 =M2: (2)The Born amplitude has the form:MB = 4��q2 �u(p01)�u(p1)�u(p0)��u(p)g��;where the eletromagneti vertex of proton is��(q) = �F1(q2) + q̂2MF2(q2)� �; (3)and F1;2 are the Dira and Pauli form fators of proton.The main property of the peripheral amplitude of harged partiles sattering is related tonon-vanishing di�erential ross setion in the high energy limit. This an be more expliitlyseen using the Gribov's representation of the photon Green funtion:g�� � 2sp�p�1: (4)With suh substitution we obtainMB = 8��sq2 NeNp; Ne = 1s �u(p01)p̂u(p1); Np = 1s �u(p0)��(q)u(p)p�1: (5)The phase volume of the �nal stated� = d3p012E 01 d3p02E 0 (2�)�2Æ4(p1 + p� p01 � p0) (6)3



an also be simpli�ed, in peripheral kinematis. Let us introdue an auxiliary integrationover the transferred momentum as R d4qÆ4(p1 � q � p01) = 1, and use the Sudakov's param-eterization:q = �~p+ �p1 + q?; ~p = p� M2s p1; q?p1 = q?p = 0; d4q = s2d�d�; q2 � �~q2 < 0: (7)Performing the integrations on the variables �, � by means of Æ funtions orresponding tothe on mass shell onditions of the �nal eletron and proton:Z d�d4p01Æ4(p� q � p01)Æ((p� q)2 �m2) = 1s ; (8)and a similar expression for the sattered proton, we obtaind� = d2q?2s 1(2�)2 : (9)The di�erential ross setion has the form (we omit the subsript '?')d2�ep!epBd2q = 4�2(q2)2 [F 21 (q2) + �F 22 (q2)℄; � = ~q24M2 : (10)Let us onsider now the s-hannel disontinuity of the forward sattering TPE amplitude,summed over the spin states, with an eletron and a proton in the intermediate state. Usingthe Cutkovsky rules, it an be written in the formA = �sXA(s; t = 0) = (4��)2(2�)4 Z d4q(q2)2 (2�i)2Æ((p1 � q)2 �m2)Æ((p+ q)2 �M2)Trp̂1�(p̂1 � q)�Tr(p̂+M)��1(q)(p̂+ q̂ +M)��1(�q)g��1g��1 : (11)Applying the expression (4) for the photon Green funtion we obtain for the di�erentialdistribution with respet to the transferred momentum:d2Ad2q ����pole = 32s�2(q2)2 [F 21 (q2) + �F 22 (q2)℄; (12)whih veri�es the optial theorem: d2Ad2q ����pole = 8sd2�Bd2q : (13)The ross setion for inelasti sattering ep ! eX an be obtained writing the matrixelement in the form Minel = 8��sq2 NeNX ; NX = 1sp�1JX� ; (14)4



where JX� is the urrent desribing the the transition from the initial proton to the state Xwhen interating with the eletromagneti �eld. Applying the ondition of urrent onser-vation: q�JX� � (�p1 + q?)�JX� = 0; (15)we �nd NX = j~qj 1s2 (~e ~JX); ~e = ~qj~qj ; (16)where (p + q)2 = M2 � ~q2 + s2 is the invariant mass squared of the proton blok, withs2 = 2qp and ~e is the polarization vetor of the virtual photon.The quantity ~e ~JX an be expressed in terms of the photo-prodution ross setion:��p!X(s2) = ��2s2 Z j( ~JX~e)j2d�X ; (17)where d�X is the phase volume of the reated set of partiles X. The �nal expression is:d2�ep!eXd2q = 2�~q2�2(q2)2 sZsth ds2s2 ��p!X(s2; ~q): (18)The relevant disontinuity of the forward sattering amplitude an be expressed in terms ofthe ross setion using the optial theorem (13).Along the world line, the proton �rstly absorbs the virtual photon emitted by eletron(with positive energy) and subsequently, it emits the virtual photon. The photon absorptionpreedes the emission of the �nal state photon.Therefore the total Compton sattering amplitude A, an be written as the sum of anadvaned Aadv and a retarded Aret amplitude:A = Aret +Aadv: (19)Our approah onsists in onsidering only the retarded part Aret. This amplitude has all thesingularities in the region of where the invariant variable s2 is positive: the pole, situatedat s2 = ~q2, whih orresponds to a single proton intermediate state; and a sequene of uts.The �rst of them is loated at s2 = ~q2+2Mm�, and orresponds to a N� state. Further uts,orresponding to more ompliate sets of partiles, are loated at higher values of s2. Moreaurate onsiderations require to take into aount the state orresponding to a proton5



with a nuleon-antinuleon pair. The relevant threshold starts at s2 = �(~q2 + 8M2). Inpartiular, the ontribution to the total ross setion whih takes into aount the identity oftwo nuleons in the �nal state is not desribed by the retarded part of Compton amplitude.The retarded amplitude has also a left ut, orresponding to a pp�p state in the rossed(u) hannel.The advaned part of the Compton amplitude has the same kind of singularities, with thereplaement s2 by u2 = �2pq. The disontinuities of both parts of the Compton amplitudeobey the urrent onservation ondition. This last statement follows from the fat that therelevant ontributions an be measured in an experiment. The retarded forward Comptonsattering amplitude summed over the spin states of the eletron and the proton an bewritten in the form: d2Aretd2q = 26�2�2s(q2)2 g6 ZC ds22�iT; (20)where g is the � nuleon oupling onstant, g = 13:6 � 0:3 [11℄. T is proportional to thelight-one projetion of the forward Compton sattering tensorT = 14s2 X� �u�(p)O��u�(p)p1�p1�: (21)The ontour of integration in the s2 plane is loated along the real axes in the physialregions of the s2 and u2 hannels (see Fig. 1a):�1� i0 < s2 < +i0 +1: (22)The sum rule appears from the equality of the expression for A with the ontour losed tothe singularities of the positive part of the s2 real axis and to the singularity of the real axesof s2 plane with negative values of s2 (see Fig. 1b):d2�uAretd2q = d2Aretd2q ����pole + d2�sAretd2q : (23)The ontribution of the so alled "large half irles" tends to zero when the radii of the largeirle tends to in�nity. This statement holds due to the gauge invariane property of thedisontinuities of the light-one projetion of the Compton sattering amplitude. With thehelp of Eq. (15) one an write:1s2 �u(p)O��u(p)p�1p�1 = 1s22 �u(p)O��u(p)q�?q�?: (24)6
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LCFIG. 1: Illustration of singularities along the s2 real axis with the open ontour C (a), and withthe ontour C losed (b). LC stays for large irle ontribution.III. CALCULATION OF THE LEFT CUT CONTRIBUTIONThe Feynman diagram whih orresponds to the left ut ontribution is drawn in Fig.2, where the empty irles denote the amplitudes of sub-proesses p + � ! p + �0 andp+�0 ! p+ and the rossed lines represent the on mass shell protons and the antiproton.One an be onvined that only this type of amplitudes with two protons and an anti-proton (all partiles are on mass shell) orresponds to the nearest left ut, if we negletpossible exoti states. The intermediate states with �-mesons give the main numerialontribution. States involving heavier salar or pseudo salar partiles as well as vetormesons are suppressed at least by a fator equal to the square of the ratio of their masses.This follows from the onvergene of loop momentum integrals in the region where theirvalues are muh lower than the rest energy of the proton. The left ut ontribution doesnot su�er from infrared as well as ultraviolet divergenes, and obeys the gauge invarianeonditions applied to both exhanged photons.Sudakov's form of the momenta of the intermediate mesons reads as ki = �i~p + �ip1 +ki?. We perform the �1;2 integrations as well as the s2 integration using the on mass shell7
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FIG. 2: Diagram for the amplitude for Compton sattering.onditions of the two protons and the anti-proton:R ds2d4k1d4k2Æ((p� k1)2 �M2)Æ((p� k2)2 �M2)Æ((p+ q � k1 � k2)2 �M2)= 14 Z d�1�(1)1 d�2�(2)2 �(�)jj d2~k1d2~k2 = �2 Z d�;1 = 1� �1; 2 = 1� �2;  = 1� �1 � �2: (25)We obtain for the u hannel disontinuity of the forward sattering amplitude summed onspin states:�d2�Aretd2q �left = s �2g4�4(q2)2�(~q); with �(~q) = Z d� T(k21 �m2)(k22 �m2) ; (26)where m is the pion mass; the quantity T has the form :T = 14s2Tr(p̂+M)(p̂� k̂2 �M)[A11s+ A12p̂1q̂℄(p̂+ q̂ � k̂1 � k̂2 +M)[A21s+ A22q̂p̂1℄(p̂� k̂1 �M): (27)The details are given in the Appendix. Using the expressions given in Appendix one anbe onvined that the quantities in the square brakets in the expression for T , Eq. (27),whih are the light-one projetions of the amplitudes for the subproesses p+ � ! p+ �0and p + �0 ! p +  vanish in the limit ~q ! 0. This property is a onsequene of gaugeinvariane.The behavior of the funtion �(~q) (Eq. 26) averaged over the azimuthal angle 'q: ��(z) =R d'q=(2�)�(~q), with z = ~q2=M2 and d2q = (d~q2d'q)=2 is presented in Fig. 4.
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IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONWe note that the quantity T , Eq. (27), is dimensionless. Keeping in mind its gaugeproperties we onlude that T � j~qj2=M2. This property provide the ultra-violet onvergenewhen integrating on k1;2. Moreover its harateristi value is muh lower than the protonmass, whih follows from the analysis of denominators Di, Eq. (38).For the ase of large angles sattering the suppression fator of the left ut ontributionis ~q2=s << 1. So it an be interpreted as higher twists ontributions. Therefore it an benegleted when onsidering the interferene of Born and Box type Feynman amplitudes forTPE in large angles eletron (positron) sattering on a proton [9℄. The sum rule obtainedabove an be formulated in terms of ross setions. It has the form:g48�4 ��� ~q2M2� = �4 �F 21 (~q2) + ~q24M2F 22 (~q2)�+ (~q2)2d�ep!eXd~q 2 : (28)In Fig. 3 the predition for the ross setion of ep! eX assuming dipole form-fatorbehavior is shown.Calulating the derivative of both sides on ~q2 at ~q2 = 0 and using the expressions for theharge radii and the anomalous magneti moment of proton in terms of its form fatorsF 01(0) = 16 < r2p >; F2(0) = �; (29)we obtain g48�4 ��0(0) = �4 �13 < r2p > + �24M2�+ 2�2� sZsth ds2s2 �p!Xtot (s2): (30)For the ase of moderately high energies the upper limit, s, of the integration over s2 an bereplaed by 1, due to the absene of Pomeron ontribution to the photo-prodution rosssetion �p!X.Using the known values [12℄ of p< r2p > = 4:35=M , � = 1:79 and substituting the valueof the derivativeM2 ��0(0) = �2:9�10�3 (see details in Appendix), we obtain for the weightedintegral of ross setion of photoprodution for the ase of moderate high energies:s=8GeV 2Zsth=0:28GeV 2 dss �p!X(s) = 0:9M2 : (31)We imply that the total photoprodution ross setion �p!X(s) is a dereasing funtionof s. Due to this reason we use the results on the total ross setion for Ref. [12℄ in a9



FIG. 3: Predition for d�ep!eXd~q 2 in GeV�2 (see Eq. (28)).restrited region of s (s < 8 GeV2), as data on the separate ontribution of de�nite hannelsare absent. For numerial estimation of (30) we obtain:�0:13 1M2 � �26:0 1M2 + 25:0 1M2 ; (32)whih is in reasonable agreement with the sum rules statement. For the ase of ultra highenergies the Pomeron ontribution beomes essential. Nevertheless taking into aount theuniversal harater of its interation with hadrons, a sum rule an still be derived through alinear ombination involving proton and neutron, built in suh a way to eliminate Pomeronontribution [2℄.The region of validity of our formulas is determined by peripheral kinematisQ2s << 1; Q2 �M2: (33)10



FIG. 4: Behavior of the funtion ��(z) (see Eq. (26)).The auray of the formulas given above is determined by the omitted terms1 +O�M2s ; Q2s � : (34)Furthermore, we do not onsider the pure QED radiative orretions, as their ontributiondoes not exeed a few perents.V. ACKNOWLEDGMENTSTwo of us (V.V.B and E.A.K.) are grateful to CEA Salay for warm hospitality, to INTASgrant 05-1000-008-8323 and to grant MK-2952.2006.2 for �nanial support.
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VI. APPENDIXSolving the on-mass shell ondition for the protons, in frame of the Sudakov parameter-ization, we an express all the kinemati invariants of the problem in terms of eulideantwo-vetors and energy frations �1;2:s�1 = �~k21 + �1M21� �1 ; k21 = �~k21 +M2�211� �1 ; s�2 = �~k22 + �2M21� �2 ; k22 = �~k22 +M2�221� �2 ; (35)with , 1;2 de�ned in Eq. (25). From the on mass shell ondition for the anti-proton weobtains2 = dq12 ; dq = M2�1�2(2��1��2)+12[~q2�2~q(~k1+~k2)+2~k1~k2℄+�11~k22+�22~k21: (36)Keeping in mind that the region of the main ontribution orresponds to small j~k1;2j and�1 � �2 � (�) � 2=3, one sees that s2 < �8M2. Applying the on-mass-shell ondition,the light-one projetion of the amplitude of the subproess �(q) + p(p1 � k1)! �0(k2) +p(p+ q � k1 � k2) an be written in the form:�u(p+ q � k1 � k2)�5 p̂+ q̂ � k̂1 +MD2 p1 + p1 p̂� k̂1 � k̂2 +MD 5�u(p� k1)� �u(p + q � k1 � k2)�s5� 1D2 + D�+ 5q̂p̂1� 1D2 + 1D��u(p� k1): (37)The expressions for Di areD1 = (p+ q � k2)2 �M2 = dq1; D2 = (p+ q � k1)2 �M2 = dq2 ;D = (p� k2 � k1)2 �M2 = � d21 ; 2k1k2 = D;d = M2�1�2(1 + ) + 221~k1~k2 + �11~k22 + �22~k21: (38)Writing the quantity T asT = A11A21C1121 + A11A22C1122 + A12A21C1221 + A12A22C1122; (39)we �nd A11 = A21 = 12 � 1dq � 1d� ; A12 = 1 � dq � 2d � ; A22 = 2 � dq � 1d � : (40)
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The oeÆients have the form:C1222 = ~q24 d0; C1121 = 12 h(~q~k1)(~q~k2)� (k21 + ~q~k1)(k22 + ~q~k2) + s22 d0i ;C1221 = 12k22[�1~q~k2 + 2~q~k1 � 12�1~q2℄� ~q~k2k1k2 � 14�2~q2k21;C1122 = 12k21[�2~q~k1 + 1~q~k2 � 12�2~q2℄� ~q~k1k1k2 � 14�1~q2k22;d0 = d0 = k21�2 + k22�1 � 2k1k2: (41)The alulation of the derivative of �(~q2) at ~q2 = 0 gives:M2�0(0) = M2 Z d2k12� d2k22� 1�1 +m21 1�2 +m22 1Z0 d�1 1Z1 d�2 12d2 [A1+A2+A3+A4℄; (42)with A1 = 2122d2 (~k1 + ~k2)2[�212�1�2 + d2 � d(�11�2 + �22�1)℄;A2 = �2�1�2[�11�2 + �22�1 � d℄;A3 = 122d (~k1 + ~k2)[2�1(�2~k1 + 1~k2)� d~k1℄;A4 = 212d (~k1 + ~k2)[1�2(�1~k2 + 2~k1)� d~k2℄;�1 = ~k21 +M2�21 +m21; �2 = ~k22 +M2�22 +m22: (43)
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